
Trust Priority and  Improvement Plan 2022-2025

Who we are

Coombe Academy Trust comprises three Nursery and Primary Schools, two Secondary Schools, a joint sixth form and five Specialist
Resource Provisions; 3 for children with deafness and two for children with autism. Inclusion is a key driver behind our World of Opportunity
for all vision. Our schools are based in Kingston and work as one entity to improve and maintain a high standard across the Trust. We
value each school’s individuality whilst we ensure that the principles of the Trust’s overarching vision are evident in the ethos, values and
lived experience within all aspects of school life. We pride ourselves on providing an excellent education and work in very close
partnership with the Coombe and Maldens Cluster schools and King’s College Wimbledon. Our story so far- following the successful
federation between Coombe Girls’ School and Coombe Boys’ school the Trust supported Knollmead Primary and Nursery school on its
journey from Inadequate to Good with Outstanding Features, a truly collaborative journey between Afc, Coombe Trust and a local
Headteacher. In more recent years, Green Lane joined the trust and is therefore a new school awaiting inspection, its previous inspection
being that of RI and is well placed to be securely good in its inspection. Robin Hood joined in 2019 and is therefore awaiting inspection as a
new school. As a Trust we are seeking to expand the areas that we support. We are well placed to support any phase of education from
Nursery through to Sixth Form, including settings providing SEND support.

Our Vision, Values  and Aims

Our vision ‘Preparing you for a world of opportunity’ remains unchanged as we have expanded. In essence ‘Preparing you for a world of opportunity’
means our staff have successful and fulfilled careers throughout their time in the trust, our pupils develop the skills and knowledge to be successful
throughout their education and beyond, our organisation ensures our schools can flourish and our wider community value the power of collaboration
with the trust. Our values embody and define the way we work with: Collaboration - Ambition - Trust.

Our aims are therefore:

● For our staff: To provide outstanding leadership at all levels, supported by strong professional development
● For our pupils: To provide an outstanding education for all children and young people, enabling them to thrive throughout their time in education

and beyond
● For our organisation: To provide strong and aligned systems and processes; enabling our schools to be efficient and effective, therefore

prioritising the development of individuality within the school community and curriculum
● For our wider community: To collaborate effectively with our school community, cluster schools, Wandle Hub, King’s College Wimbledon and

potential new schools seeking the benefits of collaboration
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Priority MAT assurance Link Context and Rationale

Developing the Trust
Culture and Vision

Vision, culture and ethos A.
Clarity of purpose B.
Understanding of needs C.
Leading a culture of
improvement

The ethos or character of Coombe Academy Trust is guided by the overarching values of
‘Collaboration - Ambition - Trust.’ Collaboration - as a group of schools, we  believe in
reciprocity; all  schools and staff benefit  from working together to ensure our children and  young
people are prepared for a world of opportunity.Ambition -we believe in working together to
ensure every child and young person has the desire and determination to achieve success. Each
school’s curriculum aims to nurture and develop the aspirations of our children and young
people, ensuring every child and young person has meaningful life opportunities.
Trust -we recognise the strong  correlation between trust and the capacity to develop and
improve. As a group of schools we work together with strength, resilience, and transparency.
Working  together as one organisation we serve  each school community’s unique context.
Collaboration-Ambition-Trust ensures we focus on what matters most in education;  in essence
this means ensuring children and young people are prepared for a world of opportunity through
the educational experiences within Coombe Trust Schools.
Having revisited our vision, values and aims at both a Trust and school level in 2021-2022, our
priority moving into 2022-2023 is to ensure these values permeate throughout both policy and
practice and  to provide opportunities to share our story more widely.

Developing our Quality
of Education

Teaching and learning A.
Approach to pedagogy B.
Leadership of teaching C.
Evidence based professional
learning models

Curriculum and assessment
A. Curriculum principles,
intent and alignment B.
Intentional use of assessment

Quality Assurance and
Accountability A. Knowing
schools quantitatively B.
Knowing schools qualitatively

Collaboration-Ambition-Trust underpins our Coombe Academy Trust Curriculum Principles; a
curriculum with Strong Foundations, one that is Broad and Balanced,provides Enriched
Experiences and demonstrates Ambition for All whilst always providing Challenge. We believe
each of our schools should develop individuality within their school and therefore their curriculum
in order to meet their local community needs.

In order to further strengthen the quality of education, our foci of 2021-2022 is to i) embed our
shared understanding of strong pedagogical practice ii) develop Oracy and iii) feedback and
iV) further strengthen our work on diversity, inclusion and safeguarding.
Recognising that diverse groups can often be disadvantaged by multiple sources of oppression:
their race, class, gender identity, sexual orientation, disability, religion, and other identity markers
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Developing our People
People and partners A.
Building capacity for
improvement B. Recruiting,
developing and retaining
talent

Quality Assurance and
Accountability A. Knowing
schools quantitatively B.
Knowing schools qualitatively

The strength of Coombe Trust schools is the deep level of care for students and staff. Care
requires ambition, nurture and challenge and we therefore recognise that in order to ensure our
staff continue to go that extra mile for our students and families, we want to lead by example,
and provide a supportive and yet challenging environment for all our staff. Investing in our staff,
through strong professional development will ensure our staff continue to meet the needs of our
students, provide high levels of recruitment and retention whilst also ensuring staff who progress
within or between schools are equipped with the skills they need to be successful.
In order to support this, our aims for 2022-2023 are therefore:

● Ensuring Leaders at all levels quality assure and support school improvement across
C.A.T schools

● Provide engagement at NPQs at all levels
● Developing the use of the apprenticeship levels
● Ensure coaching and performance management plans are based on teaching, support

staff and headteacher standards

Developing the
Organisation including
partnerships and
Governance

Quality Assurance and
Accountability A. Knowing
schools quantitatively B.
Knowing schools qualitatively

Governance structures and
skills B. Capability to refresh
and renew

Shared systems and processes can sometimes be referred to as a loss of autonomy. However, we
recognise that by ensuring some systems and processes are standardised we can develop trust
wide excellence through confidence in the compliance and efficiency behind these approaches.
In turn this allows schools to focus on individuality within their school improvement.

In order to support this, our aims for 2022-2023 are therefore:
Aligned: i)   HR ii) data iii) induction iv) governance v) finance systems and processes
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Developing the Trust Culture and Vision
Aim- Our vision, values and aims  permeate throughout both policy and practice and provide opportunities to share our story more widely.

Action(s) What are we going to
do?

Monitoring How do we know
we are doing it?

Success criteria What
will it look like?

Who?
Lead

Mat Assurance Framework
Link

Ensure the vision, values and aims of
the Trust and individual schools are
clearly evident to all stakeholders and
the ‘lived experience’ within our schools
through:
2022-2023

Revisit and align school vision, values
and aims

Revist Trust and school logos

New websites

All schools revisit Teaching and
Learning policies and curriculum aims
linked to the vision and values of the
Trust, school and united curriculum
principles

Marketing campaign for in Year
admissions and intake 2023

Policies/ SEF and aims reflect the
values of the Trust and Schools

Websites reflect the School and
Trust collaborative values

School Effectiveness Reviews and
QA reviews evidence the values in
action

Stakeholder voice demonstrates
the vision and values of the Trust
in action

Compliance checks and
consistency in website design
and compliance

Marketing Plan 2022-2023

Positive Impact evident
through:

● Stakeholder surveys
demonstrate
understanding of
vision, values and
aims being reflected
in websites, policy
and practice (pupil
voice and lived
experience)

● Compliance reviews
of websites
demonstrate
compliance

● MAT Growth on track
by 2024

Responsible
CEO/Trustees

Trustees
Directors
HTS / SLT
LGB
DoEd
Marketing
team
CGS/CBS
Senior Trust
Operations
Manager

Senior
Trust
Operations
Manager

Trustees/
CEO

MAT assurance framework link-
1. Vision, culture and ethos A.
Clarity of purpose B.
Understanding of needs C.
Leading a culture of
improvement
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Developing our Quality of Education
Aim- all schools are consistently good with a strong trajectory to outstanding as demonstrated by the strong educational experience and progress
for all groups of students

Action(s) What are we going
to do?

Monitoring How do we know
we are doing it?

Success criteria What will it look
like?

Who?
Lead

Mat Assurance Framework
Link

Feedback research and
implementation group
across all schools develops
marking and feedback
approaches to maximise
impact and reduce
workload

Termly feedback working
group across all schools

SDP focus for each school

Book Looks and Pupil voice

● Feedback narrows the
attainment gap for SEND/ PP

● Outcomes strong across
MAT schools for all groups

● KPI document across all MAT
schools demonstrates
progress for students

Director of Ed
CEO
Feedback working
group
SLT- KPI
LGB- KPI

MAT 3 Assurance framework
link- Teaching and learning
A. Approach to pedagogy B.
Leadership of teaching C.
Evidence based professional
learning models.

MAT 4 Curriculum and
Assessment  A. Curriculum
principles, intent and
alignment B. Intentional use
of assessment

Oracy research and
implementation group
across all schools develops
Oracy across Trust schools
over a three year plan to
narrow the attainment gap
for disadvantaged students

Half Termly working group
across all schools

SDP focus for each school

SER focus

Trust INSET focus-
secondary

● Oracy narrows the
attainment gap for SEND/ PP

● Pupil Survey demonstrates
confidence in Oracy

● Outcomes strong across
MAT schools for all groups

● KPI document across all MAT
schools demonstrates
progress for students

CEO
Director of Ed
Feedback working
group
SLT- KPI
LGB- KPI

Collaborative Curriculum
Principles evident within
individual schools
curriculum policy and
approaches

Review of Policy and
Practice by end of Autumn
2022

● Principles clear in policy and
practice at MAT and school
level

● Staff demonstrate that

CEO
Headteachers
Director of
Education
TandL leads
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they understand which
elements  of the
curriculum are common,
where they have discretion
to  innovate, and why. They
can  clearly articulate how
their

● curriculum fits with the
wider MAT curriculum intent

● Everyone in the MAT
has a consistent
answer to the
question: ‘what do
we want  pupils to
know and achieve?’

LGB

Collaborative Teaching and
Learning Principles  evident
within individual schools
curriculum policy and
approaches

LGB Policies for T and L
shared in LGB Autumn

Evidence in practice seen
within SERS in first half term
and monitored throughout
22-24

● Staff demonstrate
confidence through
purposeful models of
observation,
development of
practice and exposure
to  outstanding practice,
and can  say how this
has helped them
improve

● Practice-based learning
and  research are focused
on areas  likely to make the
biggest impact  on the
MAT’s priorities- evident in
outcomes and KPI

CEO

Director of
Education
HT
SLT and T andL leads
LGB

Intersectionality / diversity
working group ensures all
areas of intersectionality

Intersectionality audit
established by Autumn half
term 2022
Working group complete
audits 2022-2023

Pupil/Parent voice demonstrates
confidence in the school and the
curriculum and demonstrate full
inclusion within the school

Director of
Education
Deputy Chair of
Trustees
CEO- support
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Audit identifies areas for
development over 3 years
Action Plan developed
Charter marks identified to
support progress
Data eg attendance and
behaviour monitored by
multiple characteristics

HR development of
audit tool
Diversity Leaders

Assessment data

Trust wide assessment
system established by
primary and secondary
phase

Primary and secondary
shared assessment and
data policy by the end of
the Autumn Term

Trust wide moderation by
mid Spring Term

● Strong educational
outcomes monitored
through aligned and
compatible data sets

● Moderation groups
established ensure accurate
moderation reports

Director of
Education
CEO
SLT and T andL leads
LGB

Curriculum
principles, intent and
alignment
Age-related
expectations
Curriculum design
Curriculum resources
Intentional use  of
assessment MAT
approach to
assessment
Assessment tools
Moderation

School Effectiveness
Reviews including SEND
reviews ensures trust wide
collaboration, bespoke
support and strong and
sustainable school
improvement

Termly SERs

SEND action plans bespoke
to each school

Annual SEND reviews- C.A.T

External QA every three
years for SEND

New External QA process
with AfC

● All schools at least good-
Ofsted and external QA

● SEND/ PP make strong
progress

Director of
Education
CEO
SLT and T andL leads
SENCOs
LGB
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Developing our Organisation and Systems (including Governance) and Partnerships
Aim- Standardised trust wide systems and processes result in increased efficiency and compliance  therefore enabling schools to focus on school
improvement

Action(s) What are we
going to do?

Monitoring How do we know
we are doing it?

Success criteria What will it look
like?

Who? Mat Assurance
Framework Link

Human Resourcing - Safer
Recruitment

Standardised process /
recruitment forms/ SCR
across all schools developed
by Trust HR Director

Attendance of LGB and SLT
on face to face training with
HR director

SCR checks by LGB and
Director of HR

Compliant recruitment
forms standardised across
the Trust

● All schools complete face
to face Safer Recruitment
Training

● External SCR / safeguard
checks demonstrate
compliance

HR director
HR for each school
SLT LGB safeguard lead

2B. Recruiting,
developing and
retaining talent

Recruiting to the
MAT
Staff Progression
Talent Management

Operational- induction and
compliance standardised

Induction slides prepared for
each school by directors -
July 2023

Induction checklist filed in HR
file for all new

GDPR audits

Finance audits

All schools using CPOMS for
safeguarding

● Compliance strong in all
schools

● Analysis of incidents or
near incidents identifies
compliance has been
strong

● Business continuity and
compliance at all times

● Safe, fit for purpose
buildings and capital
resources

● External Safeguard audits
demonstrate strength

Director of HR, IT, Health
and Safety, Senior Trust
Operations Manager
Trust DSL
DSLS

5A. Knowing
schools
quantitatively

Use of data across
the MAT
Granularity of data
Performance
Conversations

5B. Knowing
schools
qualitatively

Reviewing progress
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Parent/pupil
feedback
Peer Review

Procurement and Finance

Procurement policy
development ensures value
for money

Trust wide procurement
process established by
Spring 2023

● Finance audits
demsosnatte compliance
and efficiency

● Costs reduced due to
economies of scale when
purchasing

Senior Trust Operations
Manager
Director of Finance
CEO
School Finance Link
Budget Holders

Attendance and Admissions

Revist attendance policies to
ensure a robust response to
absence and to encourage
high levels of attendance

Review of attendance
policies and procedures by
first LGB- meeting

● outstanding
attendance and
punctuality for all
pupils/students and all
groups of
pupils/students in line
with or exceeding
national averages;

Attendance officers
SLT for attendance
CEO

Governance

Aligned schedules for
meetings ensures a termly
cycle of school
improvement is monitored
through the SEF, KPI and SDP

Governance Review Autumn
2022

Agenda overview for LGB
and Trustees

● evidence of support
and challenge in
governance minutes;

● positive external
governance review
feedback;

● outstanding leadership
& management
inspection and quality
assurance report
findings

Trustees
Governance Professional
LGB
CEO
HTs

6 Reviewing
governance
Collecting feedback
Evaluating and
learning from others
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Developing our People

Action(s) What are we
going to do?

Monitoring How do we
know we are doing it?

Success criteria What will it
look like?

Who? Mat Assurance
Framework Link

Human Resourcing-
Recruitment

Standard recruitment Pack
for MAT and individual
schools created highlighting
the benefits of the Trust

HR updates/reports to the
Trustees/ LGB termly

Termly CPD overviews
shared at MAT T&L meetings

Staff surveys to obtain
feedback on CPD/wellbeing

Exit surveys

Positive impact evidenced:
● reduced long standing

vacancies
● effective talent spotting,

recruitment and promotional
success.

● quality of candidates -
CPD/wellbeing indicators
absence trends etc./ staff
surveys

● MAT staff; positive feedback
re: accessibility and utility of
the portal. Gender Pay Gap
Report shows improving
picture with regard to current
gender differential

HR and school
HR/Recruitment
Teams

MAT assurance framework
link - People and partners A.
Building capacity for
improvement B. Recruiting,
developing and retaining
talent

Human Resourcing-
Retention

PM reviews link to Teacher/
Headteacher and Support
staff standards

PM reviews show that
Teaching, support and
Headteacher standards are
consistently met and
supported through CPD

● high levels of progression
and/or performance within
roles

● Where early concerns exist,
staff supported promptly to
ensure success

HR and school HR
HT
PM leads
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